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ABSTRACT

This memo reviews the requirements for using the ALMA array as a part of a

global VLBI array at millimeter wavelengths. ALMA an be out�tted for VLBI at

modest ost and should be planned with this apability in mind, as it may be more

diÆult to retro�t at a later date. The essential features required in the ALMA design

are disussed.

1. Introdution

VLBI observations at short millimeter wavelengths are required to resolve the ompat radio

omponents assoiated with ative galati nulei. These omponents are optially thik at longer

wavelengths, or obsured by sattering, as in the ase of SgrA*.

Large new telesopes planned for ompletion in the next 10 years provide a powerful new platform

for millimeter and submillimeter VLBI. The atmospheri phase orretions required for suessful

operation of millimeter arrays on baselines of several km also enable phase oherent VLBI

observations with 20 �arse resolution. This is suÆient to resolve struture on the sale of

an aretion disk around a massive blak hole in the nearest quasars. At 10 Rs the intensity

distribution is distorted by the blak hole.

The inreased sensitivity will also enable more re�ned studies of SgrA*, the dynamis and

hemistry of SiO maser emission evolved stars, maser emission assoiated with IR2 at the enter

of the Orion-KL nebular, and moleular absorption against bright galati and extragalati

systems.

2. New Telesopes

Large millimeter telesopes whih ould be used in a future millimeter VLBI Array are listed in

Table 1. New telesopes inluded here are the Ataama array (ALMA), the Large Millimeter

Telesope (LMT) whih is ollaboration of the University of Massahusetts and Mexio's National

Institute of Astrophysis, Optis and Engineering, the California array (CARMA) whih is
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the merger of the BIMA and OVRO arrays, and the Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory

Submillimeter Array (SMA). The GBT an also be used at 3mm wavelength.

Figure 1 & 2 show the uv traks for 3C273 and SgrA* for this new millimeter VLBI array

(MMVLBA) at a wavelength 1.3 mm. The array provides signi�antly better uv overage for low

delination and southern soures than the existing mm VLBI networks. The beam has a size of 20

�arse at 1.3 mm and is roughly irular for both northern and southern soures. The sparse uv

overage an be greatly improved for ontinuum studies by exploiting multi-frequeny synthesis

(MFS) aross the wide bandwidths available in the new telesopes.

Table 1: MM-VLBI Antennas.

Name Loation Latitude Longitude E�etive Diameter (m)

IRAM Frane 44.6 -5.9 33

Pio Veleta Spain 36.9 3.4 30

ALMA Chile -23 68 96

SEST Chile -29.1 70.7 10

LMT Mexio 19.0 97.3 50

CARMA California 37 118 30

SMA Hawaii 19.7 155.5 19

NOBEYAMA Japan 35.8 -138.5 25

The geometri mean equivalent diameter is 35 m. Sine all these telesopes are being built with

low antenna noise on good high sites, it is reasonable to assume that a system temperature around

100 K will be obtained at 1 to 3 mm wavelength. Assuming a 250 MHz bandwidth, the RMS

sensitivity is about 0.5 mJy in 1 min. This is about 20 times better than urrently obtained with

a system temperature of 200 K, an average diameter of 15 m and a bandwidth of 64 MHz. The

brightness sensitivity is about 10

7

K at 1 mm.

3. Phase oherent Millimeter VLBI

The path length utuations due to atmospheri water vapor ause a serious loss of oherene in

VLBI experiments. For the new millimeter array telesopes, it is antiipated that a ombination of

fast swithing between soure and alibrator, and phase orretion from water-vapor measurements

will be able to orret for atmospheri phase utuations, so that phase oherent aperture synthesis

images an be obtained using baselines of several km. The new millimeter arrays are being

designed to inlude this apability. If these orretions are suessful, then the same tehniques at

eah telesope, or phased array, in the proposed MMVLBA will provide phase oherent aperture

synthesis images with a resolution of 20 �arse at 1.3 mm. Most of the alibrators will themselves

be resolved, so that self-alibration will be required to obtain the struture of the alibrators. The
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Fig. 1.| uv traks for 3C 273 (Æ = +03

o

) with the proposed millimeter VLBI array.

alibrator with its known struture, and orretion for the atmospheri phase an then be used as

a phase referene for the unknown soure.

4. Design Considerations

The VLBI system must use a hydrogen maser, or other very oherent phase referene for all the

LO's in the IF downonversion, and for the time standard. The oherent integration time is

urrently limited by the atmosphere; if atmospheri phase orretion is suessful, the hydrogen

maser stability will beome the limiting fator. Phase stable eletronis must be used in the LO

hain into a wide bandwidth reording devie. A built-in test tone generator to injet a phase

stable signal into the front end reeivers would be nie, but not essential one the phase stability

of the ALMA VLBI system has been established. Observing modes should inlude array phasing,
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Fig. 2.| uv traks for SgrA* (Æ = �30

o

) with the proposed millimeter VLBI array.

dual polarization and rapid swithing from loal to VLBI modes. Multiple phased arrays are

required for simultaneous observations of di�erent target soures or observing frequenies, suh as

multiple SiO transitions, or simultaneous 800 miron and 3 mm ontinuum observations. Multiple

phased arrays will be also important for avoiding FOV problems with sparse array on�gurations.

For both MFS and for observations of multiple spetral lines, we want to selet the reorded

bandwidth from several windows aross the available bandwidth.

5. Operational Model

Operational issues whih need to be addressed inlude: 1) Who will organize future mm VLBI

experiments and install and maintain the VLBI terminals at partiipating stations? 2) the

interation of UT sheduling with dynami sheduling.
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6. Array Phasing

For VLBI the phase orretion must be applied before the IFs are summed, e.g. as a phase o�set

to the LO. This is di�erent from the data orretion envisioned for ALMA observations. The

phase might be derived some ombination of: i) WVR, ii) selfal on strong target soure, iii) rapid

swithing to nearby referene soure.

We must also measure the phasing eÆieny in order to alibrate the data. It is best if the ALMA

orrelator allows orrelation of the summed antenna IFs with a referene antenna. This gives a

diret measure of the e�etive gain of eah phased array. Alternatively, the phasing eÆieny

an be derived from measurement of the relative phase of eah antenna in eah phased array,

as measured for example on baselines to a referene antenna, and, in addition, a measurement

of the weight, or ontribution of the IF from eah of the phased array antennas to the summed

output into the VLBI reording system. The ALMA orrelator should support loal orrelations

simultaneous with VLBI reording.

7. Polarization

ALMA front ends provide dual linear polarizations. VLBI observations are usually made in irular

polarization to orrelate with other VLBI stations. If the relative phase of the dual polarizations

is well determined, the linear polarizations an, in priniple, be ombined at the telesope before

reording to orrelate with other stations. Alternatively, a single linear polarization ould be

reorded and orrelated with irular with some loss in SNR - whih may degrade the detetion

of weak VLBI fringes. Dual linear polarization ould beome the default mode for future mm

VLBI experiments. Many VLBI experiments would bene�t from dual polarization observations.

Although this is not urrently available at many stations, it is a desirable goal. It seems easiest to

reord both linear polarizations.

8. Reording Medium and Bandwidth

Reent developments in VLBI reording tehnology are showing the way to eonomial multi-Gbps

VLBI reording. Several systems, inluding Mark 4, Mark 5, S3 and K4, now exist or are being

developed to support at least 1 Gbps reording; in addition most, if not all, of these systems will

support the reently adopted VLBI Standard Interfae (VSI) spei�ation whih mandates support

of 1-Gbps on a single 80-pin onnetor. As a result, it seems sensible to base future mm-VLBI

working on multiple hannels eah of 1-Gbps data rate. It is lear that by 2007 multi-Gbps

reording systems will be available (mostly built in inrements of 1-Gbps) for $20-40K/Gbps.

This ost level plaes something like an aggregate data rate of 8 Gbps within eonomial reah.

Media osts are also oming down to levels whih are eonomially viable for fairly sustained

multi-Gbps operations. For example, industry projetions are that dis drives will be available
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for $0.30-0.50/GB within the next 4 years or so; projetions for the ost of tape media are in the

same ball park.

Sine it appears that VLBI reording systems will be available in eonomial 1-Gbps inrements,

a good math for future mm-VLBI hannel bandwidth would be 250 MHz using 2-bit Nyquist

sampling. This also seems a reasonable math to the sort of multi-GHz bandwidths used by

ALMA. The primary work needed will be digital signal ombiners, plus the digital and/or analog

�lters and samplers to break these larger native hannel bandwidths into multiple 250-MHz

subhannels. It is reommended that ALMA provide one VSI-ompatible onnetor arrying

1-Gbps data for eah 250 MHz subhannel.

Although few, if any, urrent orrelators an handle a 250 MHz hannel bandwidth, it is lear

that at least some orrelators an be eonomially upgraded to support this operating mode. A

preliminary study at Haystak Observatory, for example, has shown that the Mark 4 orrelators

an be upgraded to support this mode of operation with the upgrading of only the 'station unit'

omponent of the orrelator system, along with a modest investment in software upgrades. Other

orrelators may be similarly upgraded.

Developments in high speed sampling and �ber link VLBI tehniques are showing remarkable

progresses. The Japanese group are ompleting a 2 Gbps reorder and developing 10 Gbps

transfers using IT networks. By 2010, these tehniques will be available with a reasonable ost,

and should be onsidered.
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